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Most current movement control theories include the
idea that movement toward a target can be broken into
several submovements. The complexity of analyzing a
movement into its constituent submovement structure
and the additional complexity imposed by the problem of
noise in the data and hand tremor seem to bedaunting to
researchers. This paper discusses a program that can
ameliorate both of these problems and parse movements
into their constituent submovements. It atso contains a
graphing feature that is useful as a visual toolfor ana
lyzing submovement structure. The programs are easily
modifiable, so that researchers can specify their own
parsing rules on the basis ofdifferent assumptions about
movement control and use the parser for data from dif
ferent experimental tasks.

During the last few years, the use ofcomputer mice to
collect movement control data has increased (see, e.g.,
Baccino & Pynte, 1994; Walker, Meyer, & Smelcer, 1993).
This is partly due to recent articles about the underlying
structure of the data stream that researchers gather with
computer mice and software (e.g., Crosbie, 1990). In ad
dition, there are custom-designed programs available that
can be used in conjunction with the commercial software
to extend the type and quality ofdata that can be obtained
using a computer mouse (e.g., Baccino & Kennedy, 1995;
Segalowitz & Graves, 1990).

Although these programs and extensions make the
computer mouse a good research tool, they do not pro
vide a means for parsing movement data into a compo
nent submovement structure. This is a major drawback
because the distinctions between various movement con
trol theories are expressed in terms of submovement
structure (see, e.g., Crossman & Goodeve, 1983; Jagacin
ski, Repperger, Moran, Ward, & Glass, 1980; Meyer,
Abrams, Kornblum, Wright, & Smith, 1988). Parsing
programs must perform three major tasks in order to
yield consistent data on submovement structure. First,
the program must smooth and filter the data stream to
eliminate noise. Second, rules that define submovements
must be applied to this stream, producing a consistent
and rich database on this structure. Finally, the parsing
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program should be flexible enough to handle different
data sources (e.g., mouse data collected with different
sampling rates) and to allow the researcher to easily iden
tify and test specific rules for parsing movements into a
constituent submovement structure.

In this paper, we describe a set of Pascal programs that
smooth, differentiate, and parse movement data into a
rich profile of underlying submovement structures. It is
important to review the model of submovement structure
because it was used in the development ofthese programs.
Then we describe six major components of the programs.

Model of the Submovement Structure
ofMouse Movement

Historically, most theories of movement control have
assumed that aimed movements consist oftwo phases (see,
e.g., Woodworth, 1899). The first phase of movement is
initial impulse and is characterized by a programmed
ballistic movement. The first phase of movement is fol
lowed by a current control phase in which feedback is used
to guide corrective movement toward a target. This sec
ondary phase of movement can be defined by changes in
velocity and acceleration. In the last 30 years, this two
phase model has been expanded to include the possibility
of many corrective submovements in the current control
phase (see, e.g., Crossman & Goodeve, 1983; Jagacinski
et al., 1980). In addition, a blurring of the distinction be
tween the initial ballistic movements and subsequent cor
rective movements has occurred (Meyer et al., 1988). Our
set of programs was built on the basis of assumptions of
submovement structure proposed by Jagacinski et al.
(1980) and Meyer et al. (1988; Meyer, Smith, Kornblum,
Abrams, & Wright, 1990).

The idea behind this theoretical approach is that over
all movements from one location to another consist of a
series of discrete submovements. The number of sub
movements in the overall movement may vary, but each
submovement can be determined by looking at values
and changes of velocity, acceleration, distance of move
ments, and duration of movements. These variables are
used to specify the muscle pulses that define secondary
movements while eliminating muscle impulses due to
tremor or other noise. The specific numerical rules we
have used to define submovements are discussed later in
the paper. Our set of programs uses these rules to parse
movements into submovement structures to fit most the
oretical explanations ofmovement control (e.g., Jagacin
ski et al., 1980; Keele, 1968; Meyer et al., 1988).

Reading the input files. The first program (dfiltner)
is set up to accept data from any input device that can
give x and y coordinates and a time resolution stamp. The
parsing programs also accept an attached header line for
each movement trial that pertains to experimental condi
tions. For example, the subject number, trial, and dis
tance and width of the target are usually included in the
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Figure 1. Component structure of cursor movements.

header. The program skips this header and begins on the
first line of position output. Each line of position output
provides an x and y coordinate for the cursor and a time
stamp. The program reads the data until it reaches a line
containing an end offile code (e.g., 999 999 0). Both the
header lines and the end of file codes are ignored for the
purpose of smoothing and differentiating the data files.
The header file is added back to the output for the pars
ing program (see Read_Data).

Smoothing the data streams. Noise in the data is a
common problem with studies that analyze mouse move
ments. Noise comes from two primary sources: (1) tremor
and (2) data recording. Specifically, mouse software does
not record a continuous data stream. Instead, it samples
the mouse position at fixed intervals. The sampling rate
commonly ranges between 5 and 20 msec for a bus mouse.
This type of data stream produces discrete position in
formation. For example, a cursor being moved at a con
stant 25 pixels per second, for 1 sec, measured at 20-msec
intervals, would produce 50 samples. Alternating sam
ples in this case would reflect an absence of change in
position, which indicates intermittent zero velocities. The
data in the above example indicate 25 absence-of-velocity
samples that could be misinterpreted as submovements.
The result is noise in the data that can make submovement
parsing problematic. Our programs (dfiltner and dfltnrd)
smooth the data stream and then filter out the noise be
fore parsing the data.

The dfiltner program computes tangential distances
for each movement. Tangential distance is computed as
the Euclidean distance between adjacent movements.
Therefore, tangential distance is always positive. The data
are then smoothed with the NER digital filter of Kaiser
and Reed (1977). The smoothing filter has a 0- to 29-Hz
passband, a 29- to 31-Hz skirt, and a stopband from 31 Hz
upward. This filter reduces the effects ofhand tremor and
jittery movements due to mouse friction.

Differentiating the data. The smoothed data are
then differentiated once with a 30-Hz low-pass filter
(dfltnrd) to give velocities and then again to give accel
erations for continuous points in time. The product is a
continuous record ofposition, velocity, and acceleration
that defines submovement structures for the parser. For
details ofhow and why this approach is used, see Kaiser
and Reed (1977).

Parsing the data. The data are parsed by our program
after they are smoothed and differentiated. The easiest
way to understand the parser is to refer to Figure 1. As the
figure shows, we assume that movements can be broken
into a hierarchy ofcomponents. The first level of the hi
erarchy is the total movement. Our parser assumes that
the beginning and ending of total movement is marked
by either a machine signal or a user-initiated action. The
total movement is broken into an initiation stage (Get
ReactionTime),an execution stage, and a verification stage
(GetButtonReleaseTime). Execution time is simply total
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Figure 2. Example graph output ofthe parser.

movement time minus times for the initiation and verifi
cation stages ofmovement. The second level of the hier
archy represents the submovements and pauses that con
stitute the execution stage of movement.

The parser locates and records the initiation, execu
tion, and verification stages. It also identifies the sub
movements (Parse) and pauses of the execution stage
(Parse_Deadtime). Initiation time is the time between
when the trial begins and the start of the movement. The
execution stage begins with the first submovement
(GetFirstSM). The beginning of a submovement is re
corded when 20 msec of motion with a velocity greater
than 75 pixels/sec is detected (see GetFirstSM and Dead
TimeEnd). The end of each submovement is determined
by an algorithm that uses relative velocities and acceler
ations (SubMovementEnd). Indications ofsubmovement
termination include velocities that cross zero and changes
in acceleration vectors. For the latter indication of sub
movement termination, relative minimum velocity must
be at least 20% less than the relative maximum velocity
of that submovement. These conditions ensure that small
fluctuations in velocity are not considered submove
ments. These values were selected on the basis of previ-

ous theoretical work (Jagacinski et al., 1980; Meyer
et aI., 1988), but they can all be altered if the researcher
wants to use different rules and cutoff values to define
the beginning or end of a submovement.

The end ofa submovement marks the start ofa pause.
Pauses are the times when the mouse is motionless be
tween submovements. Pauses end when additional sub
movements are detected or the end of a trial is indicated
by the release of the mouse button. The pause between
the end of the last submovement and the release of the
mouse button is considered verification time (GetButton
ReleaseTime).

The program also allows two different sets ofrules for
defining submovements. The reason for allowing multi
ple ways to define submovements is that some move
ment tasks require very fine control at the end of move
ment (e.g., placing the cursor on a very small target).
These small submovements may not reach the minimum
velocity and distance criteria. The parsing program's
Submovement Type specifies the submovement type.
The two submovement types are Ballistic and Smallslow.
The distinction between types of submovements is made
by having different minimum distance, velocity, and du-



ration parameters. This distinction in movement type
was implemented because in movement tasks that re
quire precise endpoint location of the movement, many
small and corrective submovements may be required.
The features (e.g., velocity, duration, and distance) that
define these small corrective submovements can be dif
ferent from those that define other submovements. In
the current version of the parsing program, all of this
code has been commented out because most tasks do not
require this distinction. However, we did not delete this
code because it may be appropriate for some types ofdata
analysis.

All ofthe parameters that are built into the program to
define the beginning and end of submovements are usu
ally set as variables and can be changed. The current val
ues were set because we found them to produce the best
results with our experimental data (e.g., Walker et aI.,
1993; Walker, Philbin, & Fisk, 1997). Changes may be
needed if the mouse samples at a different rate or the
pixel size is different, but we have found the program to
be usable for data collected using different mouse dri
vers (two versions of Microsoft up to Version 9.01 and
one version of Logitech drivers) and different sampling
rates. In our previous work, we have primarily used a Mi
crosoft bus allowing us to sample at 200 Hz (Walker
et al., 1993), but we have also tested the parser program
on data collected at lower sampling rates. The programs
can be adjusted to allow different sampling rates to be
used (as with the data from a serial port mouse).

Graphing the structure of movement. The graph
ing program was implemented as a way to display the rules
used to define submovements. The graphing was designed
to aid in the evaluation of the rules chosen to define sub
movements, which is important because rules may not be
the same for all movement tasks.

In Figure 2, the x-axis represents time and is labeled
in hundreds of milliseconds. The y-axis represents val
ues of displacement, velocity, and acceleration. The scales
on both axes are automatically adjusted to fit in available
screen space with the available graphics mode (e.g.,
VGA, SVGA).

The primary purpose of the graph function is to allow
the user to see how the rules for defining submovements
map onto the actual data for any trial. The graphing plots
displacement, velocity, and acceleration across time. Dis
placement is represented by dotted lines (white), veloc
ity by a solid line (white), and acceleration by a dashed
line (blue). The graph function also marks the beginning
and end ofsubmovements with vertical lines. The begin
ning of a submovement is represented by a solid vertical
line (green), and the end ofa submovement is represented
by a dotted vertical line (red).

The location on the y-axis represents the distance the
cursor must travel. Distance between the two lines repre
sents the size ofthe target. The graph also includes a pair
of horizontal solid lines (white) that represent the target
area at the appropriate location on the y-axis. This infor-
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mation allows the user to quickly identify movement er
rors, overshoots, and undershoots. For the graphing
function to work, one must ensure that the location of in
formation used by the graphing function (target location
and distance of movement) can be extracted from the
header file. The program looks for variables in specific
locations in the header, and the program must be past the
correct locations. This information is contained in the
Parse_Header procedure.

The idea behind the graphing function is that the dis
play allows researchers to see how their parsing rules are
applied to the data. On the basis of this visual inspection,
the researcher can decide to use the selected rules or alter
the rules used in the parser. For example, in Figure 2, one
can see that the end of the first submovement and the be
ginning of the second submovement occur at an inflec
tion point for both velocity and acceleration. A researcher
can look at the output and determine whether the rules
used to define the submovement structure are appropri
ate. One of the parameters passed to the parsing program
determines whether the graphing function is enabled
during parsing, which is useful because the graphing
function is not necessary once the parsing rules have
been confirmed.

Saving the parser output. The program creates an
ASCII data file (Save_Data) that contains header infor
mation and data produced by the parser. The data pro
duced by the parser are organized to reflect the hierarchy
of movement. The parser stores total movement time,
maximum and average velocity, maximum and average
acceleration, final cursor position, and number of sub
movements. The program also stores the time for the ini
tiation and verification stages of movement.

Data for submovements are organized to reflect mul
tiple submovements and pauses between submovements.
The program records data for up to 10 submovements
and pauses per trial. Time, distance moved, average ve
locity, maximum velocity, average acceleration, and max
imum acceleration are recorded for each submovement.
When fewer than 10 submovements are made, missing
data codes are stored (we use 9s to fill the variable field).

In addition, the program contains commented code
that can add variables to the output. Additional variables
include time to peak acceleration, deviation from a straight
line between starting location and movement target, and
distance from the target at the end ofeach submovement.
These variables can be added to the program output by
removing comment markers from the source code.

Program Availability
The source code for the set of programs described in

this paper is available via FTP (ftp.cc.gatech.edu/pub/
software/mouse_parser). The information available via
FTP includes the programs required to produce the out
put we have described, a readme file, and a sample batch
file to automate the process offeeding data from one pro
gram (e.g., dfiltner) to the next program (dfltnrd).
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Summary and Conclusions
This paper was written to introduce a tool that can be

used effectively to analyze and present movement con
trol data. We believe that this set of programs is a useful
and necessary research tool for those doing work on
movement control. In the introduction of the paper, we
specified three criteria that we felt a good parsing pro
gram should meet. We believe that the programs we have
created meet these criteria. First, the programs eliminate
the problem created by a discrete, intermittent data stream
and also filter out the noise caused by hand tremors. Sec
ond, the algorithms that are currently installed in the pro
gram allow submovements to be identified efficiently,
while the graphing aspect ofthe program displays the sub
movements visually. It is not necessary to subscribe to a
particular model of submovement structure for this pro
gram to be useful. The source code is easily adjusted to
fit various submovement algorithms, which can be de
signed or altered by the individual researcher. Third, the
programs produce a wide range of dependent measures.
Few researchers will need or want all of this information
stored in their data files, but because researchers will
differ in their specific data needs, a broad range ofvari
ables is necessary; researchers can select the variables to
be saved by using comment markers in the code.

Finally, we think that the ability to determine the sub
movement structure ofcursor movement has application
beyond the area of human-computer interaction and
would be useful to many types of researchers in the
fields of psychology, human factors, and engineering.
For example, work in the area ofaging often investigates
age-related differences in movement control, but few re
searchers in that area have analyzed submovement struc
ture. The program could also be used to analyze the cur
sor movement that is required in a computer simulation,
allowing the research to separate and analyze the role
that these movements play in overall performance. The
program would also allow researchers in more basic areas
ofpsychology (e.g., memory search tasks) to investigate
the specific motor components of their task more fully.
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